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FOR TREATMENT OF CHEMICALLY
STRESSED HAIR



Every type of product that is applied to the hair
forms a residual layer on the hair strands. A very
common example are residues from chemical
processes such as straightening, bleaching, coloring
and toning. When the components of these
processes accumulate in the hair, causing
saturation, it is possible that the hair will be even
more damaged.

In other hand, performing chemical procedures on
hair with residues can end preventing the
achievement of the expected result.

Early color fading;

Rubber and hair breakage;

Interference in straightening processes,
preventing the desired result and drying the
hair.

HAIR DETOX

Some damages that can happen:

When this accumulation is added to the
application of new products or to a chemical
transformation, the risk linked to the process
becomes much greater, and may even cause
chemical cutting in cases of incompatibility.

1.
2.
3.



CHEMICAL CUTTING: HOW TO PARALYZE AND RECOVER DAMAGED HAIR STRANDS

Known mainly by those who make excessive use of
chemical procedures, the process causes malnutrition,
breakage and hair loss.

The explanation for the problem is that the various
chemicals used in poorly made hair treatments
increase the alkaline pH content (the hydrogen
potential, which determines how acidic or basic an
aqueous solution is) in hair scalp.

The result is hair with opaque coloring, dry
texture, brittle and without movement. After
the damage to the hair fiber, the strands grow
back normally, however, it is necessary to be
patient and redouble the care, since the fiber is
more willing to break.

The good news is that against the aggressive
breakage of hair strands there are ways to
paralyze reactions in the hair fiber with the help
of specific and good quality products.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PERFECT FOR TREATING CHEMICAL
RESIDUES, STOPING CHEMICAL CUTTING AND REBUILDING THE

HAIR FIBER TROUHG NANO ACTIVED INGREDIENTS

Nano compounds mend superficial micro-fissures
while a bio-cement binds and fortifies shaft
intracellular membrane complex and cuticle
foundation.



NEUTRALIZING INDICATOR SHAMPOO

Reveals any chemical residue resulting from guanidine
hydroxide post smoothing, ammonia, coloring, and bleaching
treatments. Besides unmasking residues, this shampoo
equalizes hair fiber PH to natural neutral levels.

PRODUCT LINE DESCRIPTION



PRODUCT LINE DESCRIPTION

PH EQUALIZER

The pH equalizer acts as an acidifying pH stabilizer for hair
that is fragile and made extremely porous by chemical
processes. Enriched with Bioex Cereals and Lipid
Reconstructors, a perfect bond is formed with hair proteins
to patch up pores and neutralize pH balance to natural levels
resulting in strong supple flexibility.

ANTI-RUBBERIZING EMULSION

Anti-rubberizing Trends is a capillary SOS pre and post
chemical process. The structural amino matrix existing in the
formulation, protects the hair threads from oxidative
processes, prevents chemical cutting, restructures the
cuticle, increases the diameter and promotes strength to the
hair.



Restores pH

Intense shine

Intensive treatment

Capillary Restoration

Protects hair strands

Strength and resistance

BENEFITS



ACTIVES

LUNA MATRIX ™ SYSTEM

A unique lamellar gel system to renew depleted hair integrity, acting intelligently across all phases of the cuticle and
cortex, with positive bioactive effects, returning the original condition of the hair, allowing the hair fiber to return to
its natural behavior, however, with extra protection to the future mechanical damages, oxidative and diffusion
properties.  

BIOEX CEREALS ™

Active patented result of the association of soy and wheat protein with oat extract. Rich in peptides and
carbohydrates. Moisturizes, protects and softens hair. It has a restorative and protective effect.

REPARAGE ™

 A system of an Amino-Structural Matrix responsible for the exclusive Pro.FILLERR (increase in diameter) effect of the
rundown hair and internal damage repair. It reverses the damage caused by physical, chemical, thermal and
environmental stress and stops the cascading damage of structural changes in hair filaments that go beyond dryness,
strand breakage and other visible signs of hair aging.



1 | After any guanidine hydroxide, ammonia, coloring and bleaching
smoothing procedures, apply the Neutralizing Indicator Shampoo
evenly, without rubbing in. Repeat until the shampoo foam is
completely white.

2 | After shampooing, comb the pH equalizer uniformly throughout hair.
Leave in straight combed hair for 10 minutes.  For best results, follow
with a Trends Creative hydration treatment.

3 | Before chemical procedures:  In sensitive hair apply before processes
are carried out for effective hair filament protection, leave in for 10
minutes, then proceed to process instructions.

During chemical procedures: For fragile and gummy hair, remove any
chemicals with a towel and apply the Trends Anti-gummy Emulsion
throughout the hair. Leave on for 5 to 10 minutes, then thoroughly rinse
and repeat if necessary.  Hydrate with Creative Trends and style as
desired.

STEP BY STEP



Use finishers, spreading well over
the strands, so that the final result
is even brighter and hydrated.

The Maxiline Point Repair Sealer,
for example, is ideal for all types of
hair. Promotes shine, protection
and repair of split ends.

When drying your hair, remove
excess water with a towel and
if you are going to use the
dryer do not forget to use an
activated thermal protector to
protect the hair from the
action of heat beforehand.

When washing your hair at
home, pay attention to the
water temperature: Use
cold or warm water to
wash your hair.

STEP BY STEP
PROFESSIONAL'S TIPS
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